BULL BREED COALITION REGISTRY
23110 State Road 54 #212
Lutz, FL 33549
813.388.2905
Info@BBCR.com
JUDGES APPLICATION
Name ________________________________________________________________________________
Address______________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Phone Number (___) ___________

Fax Number (___)____________________

Email Address_______________________________________________________________
Do you agree to have the above published both online, and in print? Yes______No_______

Are you or anyone in your household in any way connected with a dog-related occupation or dog
registry other than BBCR? Yes____ No____
If yes, please explain:_________________________________________________________
Have you ever been suspended from the privileges of any dog registry? Yes____ No_____
If YES, please submit on a separate sheet, state the date and circumstance.

Please list your judging experiences (dates and shows you have judged)
Date

Show

Breeds Judged

Entry (approx)

BULL BREED COALITION REGISTRY
Please list any additional dog related sports or activities that you have been involved in

SIGNING/CERTIFICATION I certify that I am familiar with the Bull Breed Coalition Registry’s Rules,
Regulations, Policies and Guidelines for Conformation Dog Show Judges and agree to abide by them. I
declare that I am occupationally eligible to judge for the BBCR, and will abide by their Rules and will
adhere to any restrictions, if applicable. If granted permit judging status, I fully understand that my
judging eligibility is conditional and, therefore, reviewable by the BBCR at any time subsequent to the
date the status is initially granted.
I certify that I understand and acknowledge that if I am charged with inappropriate treatment of a dog
(“inappropriate treatment” means any offense involving a dog that alleges cruelty, abuse, neglect or
improper treatment of a dog as defined by the BBCR), or charged with any crime involving moral
turpitude, especially as it concerns dog-related activities. The BBCR may temporarily place my judging
privileges on referral and judging status as Inactive while the charges are pending. Further, after
receiving notification of the referral, I am prevented from judging or from accepting assignments to
judge. When the charges are resolved and BBCR’s inquiry into the matter determines that no action will
be taken by the BBCR to cause a suspension of my judging privileges, the temporary judging referral will
be removed.
I attest the information given in this application is true and correct.

Signature: ___________________________________ Date: _________________

